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The "Thousand Year Reich': survived only tNelve years yet s-:-;>a\med 
at least bJelve milLion documents. From the rubble of Berlin, from 
remote ~avarian hiding places and from evacuated offices throughout 
Germany, miles and miles of documents flm..red to :Nuremberg, Hhitehall, 
Paris and Ji.lexandria (Virginia). Never before had the most secret 
material of a great power been so immediately available to the his
torian. Archivists meticulously organized files according to pro
venance to facilitate research; then each scholar approached the 
sources ¥Tith his own questions and his own prejudices. 

After the war 1 the demands of the prosecutors at the Nuremberg 
Trials set the tone for the exploration of the rather obvious theme 
of !\fazi guilt. No one doubted that National Socialists had perpe-· 
t rated heinous o f fenses against t heir fellow men, but judicial pro
cedure demanded t hat lega l brie f s be \'J'ritten to prove the accused 
guilty or innocent. Dat a was o r ganized to prove that leading ~~azis 
had cons pired to wage an aggress ive ~~Jar, com..-rnitted crimes against 
humanity and viola ted accepted r ules of "t-Jar. The court records and 
attendant documentation have produced one of the most fascinating 
cm~rpilations of our tiM.es, the :nuremberg Trials .1 Arguments proving 
guilt (or relative innocence in some cases) ~o not probe the ultimate 
question of '!.·7hy. La\'7Yers and judges left the problems of motivation 
and historical continuity to historians. 

The first spate of answers c~e from some who had observed the 
':·lazis first hand. ':Jilliarn L. Shirer, a journalist formerly stationed 
in Berlin, produced. his Rise and Fall of the Third Reich in 1960. 
Based largely on evidence from the Nuremberg Tr~als and little else, 
Shirer argued that Gerrlanic tradition had been responsible for this 
horrendous regime.2 In the beginnings of the Christian era, ~acitus 
pointed out the German desire for a leader. In more recent times, 
Luther and then Bismarck emerged as Teutonic champions rallying the 
forces of nationalisn. Peter Viereck and other researchers had gone 
into this in great detail.3 Such prejudicial evaluations of national 
character remain extremely selective in the use of historical data 
and cannot be readily proven or disproven. Friedrich ".1einecke, the 
doyen of German historians, admitted that anti-democratic factors 
existed in Gernany as they did in all states. He argued, ho"\'rever, 
that only a particular series of historical accidents in the period 
after 1918 permitted these negative forces to triumph in Gennany.~ 

Hritinq in the sar.:te period, Alan Bullock concentrated on the key 
figure of the Nazi regime, l\.dolf Hitler. The subtitle, A Study in 
Tyranny, reveals this Englis~~an's a?proach. Hitler's rise to power, 
seizure of totalitarian control, foreign policy and conduct of the 
war constitute the very solid outline of this biography.S No psycho
historian probing Hitler's latent schizophrenia as Langer does,G nor 
detailing the Fuhrer's supposed necrophilia as Fromm does,? Bullock 
remains on traditionalist ground. 
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While Shirer had responded to the problem of continuity in one 
way and Bul lock bad skirted it, a German historian, Karl Dietrich 
Bracher, encountered it head on. In his very balanced view, nation
alistic stereotyping was discounted. Recent German political history 
accounted for the emergence of a Hitler. The success of Bismarck, 
the dynamic rise of the young empire, the disdain of the upper 
classes for democracy had all frustrated political liberalism in 
Germany. In the Bismarckian Reich, many citizens became accustomed 
to government from above; personal rule and power politics resolved 
conflict. Confronted with grave economic crisis after 1929, more 
and more Germans favored a return to the Bismarckian solution. While 
modern elitists hoped to ex~loit ijit ler, Hitler un~upulously mani
pulated them. Bracher's monumental works have not been translated,8 
but a later work - available in English - summarizes his views.9 

The attempt to place Hitler and Nazism within an even broader 
context is the goal of historians and political scientists like 
a annah Arendt and Martin Broszat. Arendt's sweeping analysis depicts 
the prog~essive deterioration of civilized life once men have aban
doned the Judaeo-Christian ethic. Unscrupulous elitists allow the 
criminal element to gain a foothold in government; bureaucratic 
administration of life in a mass society makes evil a banality.lO 
Broszat, in a more manageable piece of prose, concentrates on 
National Socialism and effectively concludes that the German phenom
enon reflects "the pathology of modern mass society in which the 
individual has lost his ties and values and all sense of direction."ll 

Attempts to analyze the Nazi era and Hitler remain myriad. From 
numerous dissertations and specialized articles, new syntheses are 
being produced. One of the most successful and most readible of 
these is Joachim Fest's biography of Hitler. Cap italizing on the 
abundant research available since the Bullock book, this Frankfurt 
journalist analyzes the actions of the FUhrer within the general 
framework of German history.l2 Balanced and judicious as it is, the 
Fest book will not be the last word. Ri~ht here in Danbury, the 
famous author, John Tolland, bas just completed a biograp~y of Hitler. 
When it is published later this year, students will be able to deter
mine the place of his work in the pattern of National Socialist 
historiography. 
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1. '.:'l1e r:enric title, ~!ure~ber~ 'rrials, is an i'!l~Jrecise terM w:1ich. 
unless snecifieJ can refer to any one of t~ree collections o~ 
,-locuments. -cnovrn accordinl"'.' to the orif':inal covers of the ·oub
lications, as the blue, the ereen anrl the red series, t~ese 
are - in orrler - 7rial of the ~a j ar '?ar Criminals before the 
International :r.ili t ary 'Tribunal ( 42 vols. ; :!urember::Y,, 1!14~ ) ; 
'l'rials of :;ar CrL11inals before the Nurember~ ~~ilitary 'rribunals 
( ~:ashinf~ton, !) • C. , 1!151-5?.; ::Tazi Cons:;>iracy ancl Aggression 
(10 vols.; ~ashin~ton, D.C., 194G). The first inclu~es the 
stenosraQhic report of key 3azi leaders such ~s Goering and 
~~eer; documents in this series are not translated. ·~any 
original sources including the faned Paris-Storey docu~ents, 
i.e. , those organized nw·:1erically by Colonel f::torey i!l Paris, 
are translated rather poorly in the third set. The "~reen 
series11 merely includes excerpts of testimony and select docu
ments from the trials of lesser !:Jazi leaders and "fello~v 
travelers" tried by the Americans after the major case. 
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